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2018 Vietti Rocche di Castiglione Barolo DOCG

95 pts

Lots of sweet, wild-strawberries hit your nose first, but wait for the beautiful, spiced
orange-peel note that will bowl you over. Then mineral and savory-spice notes chime
in. Full-bodied with intense wild-fruit and agrumi flavor, which is already latching onto
the slightly chewy tannins. This is just a baby, but it’s packed with bright, spicy-fruit
promise. Patience is needed. Try from 2025.

2018 Vietti Brunate Barolo DOCG

94 pts

Sweet raspberries and strawberries on the nose, as well as some chalky minerals. Fullbodied with a tight bead of fruit and mineral flavors that have a hand on the firm
tannins and produce good focus and drive at the end. Needs time to integrate. Try
from 2025.

2018 Vietti Lazzarito Barolo DOCG

93 pts

Quite a flamboyant feel to this on the nose, showing raspberries and grainy notes,
together with hints of fresh mushrooms. Some brighter passion fruit comes through
with air. Medium-bodied with an intense core of vibrant fruit and youthful tannin
which together, given time, will add length and breadth to the wine. Wait for this one.
Try from 2024.

2018 Vietti Ravera Barolo DOCG

93 pts

Lighter structure this year, but it’s intense, with focused red-cherry and raspberry
character and spicy and mineral nuances. Medium-bodied with firm tannins and a very
tight finish. This is super-compact and needs time to expand. Try from 2024.

2018 Vietti Castiglione Barolo DOCG

92 pts

Plenty of wild-berry character to the nose and palate. Medium-bodied with good fruit
focus and firm tannin that will need a year or two to soften. Bright and youthful. Give
it time. Best from 2024.

2018 Vietti Cerequio Barolo DOCG

92 pts

Aromas of raspberries and citrus fruit follow through to a medium-bodied palate with
very fine tannins and a lightly firm finish. Quite a lightweight, but nicely balanced.
Should be ready to try by 2024.

